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1. Opening address by the Chairman

The CHAIRMAN recalled that on 30 October 1947 twenty-three governments had
signed the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. At this twentieth anniversary
session the CONTRACTING PARTIES would have an opportunity to reflect on the past
achievements of the GATT and on the tasks that remained unfinished or had yet to
be undertaken. He recalled with gratitude the services of all who had collaborated
in the work of the General Agreement and recorded the appreciation felt for the
outstanding contribution made by the Director-General.

With a set of contractual obligations, the CONTRACTING PARTIES had embarked
in 1948 on multilateral negotiations to dismantle the barriers to trade. This was
a first step towards the internationalization of commercial policy, dictated by
the desperate need for sincere co-operation between governments. With the practice
of bringing national trade policies and problems before the international community
for discussion, consultation and in search of solutions, a gradual change in
national attitudes had taken place. National trade policies were no longer a
matter of purely national concern, responding to sectoral pressures-and demands
and ignoring the welfare of the world community. As a consequence the consideration
of the problems of others became more compassionate and more constructive. In
this sense the working methods of the GATT had matured.
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The situation if the General Agreement had not been concluded would probably
have been one of much higher tariff levels and of a much wider use of quantitative
restrictions. Fortunately, this had been avoided and as a result, world trade,
liberated from many restraints, had expanded enormously from a level of
$78 billion in 1953 to an estimated ,$200 billion in 1966. Over 11 the volume
of trade had increased in the same proportion: an increase of 150 per cent.
The GATT could certainly claim some of the credit for having generated the
atmosphere and for elaborating the techniques which permitted this gread advance.

However, many problems remained unresolved and some sectors of international
trade had yet to experience the beneficient impact of the spirit of the General
Agreement. Whereas the value of world trade in manufactures had increased by
240 per cent between 1953 and 1956, the trade in primary products, including
agricultural products, had expanded only by 86 per cent. Progress had also been
slow in the case of primary and tropical products and the efforts to improve the
terms of trade in favour of their producers had been inadequate.

The division of GATT Member countries into two categories - the developed
and the developing - called for special treatment in many sectors of commercial
policy beyond that already recognized in the text of the Agreement, until the
economies of all the member States were sufficiently strong to derive equitable
advantage from the provisions relating to equal treatment and equal opportunities.
Increasing attention was being given to the removal of obstacles to the trade of
developing countries and there was an increasing willingness to resort to other
measures designed to enable the developing countries to participate in the
expansion of world trade in a measure commensurate with their resources.

The Kennedy Round of trade negotiations had not fulfilled all the hopes for
progress towards the objectives in this field. It seemed clear that time-
pressures prevented the negotiators from giving to the problems of developing
countries the attention they had all along intended to bestow on them. Yet it
was inconceivable that international trading relations could be allowed to stand
still at the point reached at the end of the Kennedy Round. The development of
a new momentum to provide satisfactory solutions for the difficulties developing
countries faced in the commercial field constituted an urgent task to which the
contracting parties would devote their attention in the coming weeks. He briefly
referred to the chief function the GATT Trade Centre had come to perform for the
development of new trading opportunities for developing countries. Proposals
for operating a joint Trade Centre between the GATT and UNCTAD would be presented
for consideration by the CONTRACTING PARTIES. He felt it would be right and
proper for the less-developed contracting parties to seek to concert measures for
mutual assistance in the commercial field.

The completion of the Kennedy Round had ended two decades of substantial
progress towards the creation of a world trading community. Yet the more basic
pro-blems of development had so far defied practical solutions. Sectors in
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which further work remained to be done were easily identifiable and it was
appropriate on the occasion of the twentieth anniversary of the GATT to renew
the determination to mould commercial policies to developmental needs.

The Chairman welcomed the representatives of Switzerland, Yugoslavia, the
Republic of Korea, Guyana, Barbados, Argentina and Poland, whose Governments
had recently adhered to the GATT. The accession of Iceland and Ireland were
expected by the end of the year. He stressed the special significance of the
accession of Poland as another link between market economies and centrally-
planned economies. Finally, the growing number of contracting parties and of
observers demonstrated the confidence of trading nations in the GATT as a prime
factor in their efforts to expand international trade.

The full text of the Chairman's address has been distributed in
Press Release GATT/1009.

2. Statements by the observers from Hungary and Bulgaria

The Chairman welcomed the observers from the Peoples Republics of Hungary
and Bulgaria which were represented at a session of the CONTRACTING PARTIES for
the first time.

Mr. NYERGES (Hungary) said that the interest of his Government in the work
of the CONTRACTING PARTIES was a practical one. A large part of Hungary's
trade was carried on with contracting parties. His Government was facing a
number of serious trade problems for which it was seeking solutions, not only
by bilateral negotiations but also by multilateral arrangements. Many of these
problems were under constant review by the CONTRACTING PARTIES and his Government's
participation as an observer would help it to find practical solutions.

His Government would follow with great interest the more general aspects
of the work of the CONTRACTING PARTIES. Special attention would be directed to
the problem of preferences for the developing countries and to co-operation of
GATT with UNCTAD.

Hungary had reached an appreciable degree of economic development both in
industrial and in agricultural fields. This had a great impact on the country's
foreign trade as every per cent of increase in the gross national product
involved an increase of 2.5 to 3 per cent in imports. Hungary's method of
economic management was to undergo a reform. Although the reform was not to
change the planned character of the economy, it would enable to decentralize
the economic decision-making process and introduced considerations of profit-
ability at the level of individual enterprises. The Government was striving for
a gradual liberalization of trade policy. A lengthy transitional period would
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clearly be needed before full implementation. A new Hungarian customs tariff
was being prepared and would come into effect from 1 January 1968. It would
consist of three columns: one of preferential rates, a second of most-favoured-
nation rates, and a third of general rates. These reforms would give an
important impetus to the development of Hunlgary's external economic relations,
The course of this development depended in part on the response of Hungary's
trade partners to the elements of liberalization and multilateralization in the
reform.

As far as. the scope of collaboration with the CONTRACTING PARTIES was
concerned, his Government felt that observer status could be maintained up to
a time when further developments of the situation within the GATT permitted them
to take more substantial decisions. The form that future possible collaboration
could take was not to be set by any existing pattern; each case in his view
should be considered on its own merits and th; solutions that had. been found in
one case should not necessarily apply to any other. Hungary wished to acquaint
itself with the work and problems of the GATT. It was ready to explore in a
preliminary way some concrete problems. with a view to finding practical solutions
which would take into account the interests of all parties concerned. The text
of the statement will be distributed in W.24/8.

Mr. POPOV (Bulgaria) expressed the hope that contact with the work of the
CONTRACTING PARTIES would prove beneficial to all concerned.

3. Adoption of Agenda (L/2854/Rev.2)

Mr. WYNDHAM WHITE (Director-General) explained -the reasons that had prompted
him to include "Programme for Expansion of International Trade" in the provisional
agenda. (The text of the Director-General's statement is annexed.)

It was agreed to include this item in the agenda.

On the suggestion of the representatives of Chad and Finland it was agreed
to include the following items in the agenda:

Economic Problems of Chad
Adjustment of Specific Duties in the Finnish Schedule

The agenda as amended was adopted.

The meeting adjourned at 5 p.m.
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STATEMENT BY THE DIRECTOR-GENERALNERL'

After the lercudean efforts of. the Kennedy Round., it seemed to me that
there wbeldLd a certain sefse oi anticlifax ii tNe AOATRiCPART Fh.RIES, having
carried theik wor. to the hih point represented in the Kennedy Round, were to
'e confronted. at this seswion iathgan a-enda of an entirely routine character.

I was, oil the other hand, sensitive to the fact that gany tmeernaants
would feel it appropriate and dbsirajle that there shbuld ce a pause to regain
our breatwa I vds equaensiblesiule of the fact thatmberux1±goof 6,vernments
mi6ht feel that, witmany ilan other important international discussions going
on in this and. related, fields which willngaging,:,a, their attention, it would
L) inopportune at this partictime ton o consider mattergreatgrat substance
and still more to consider them at a political level as I hagg su,;ested.

Desmyte uwgnitionnitli of these undoubtedly relevant considerations, it
did seemeto ij that there was on balance an oveminglciii Casemaintaingntain
the eldn ana vitality oforga 3r;;iizatlon, byeying yin1, how far we gave 5ot
alond the road whiich Mnisters charted. for us 5n 1998, andgreeingeeind upon the
Guidelines which woulblenacl: us to carry our work forward- in the years to come.
lt was for teis r.ason that I haggesu , sted teat w6 review thl actikenta.:e
under thgrammerzineExor *-pansion of Trade and the extent to which its objectives
baen aere attained. Thk wor, ofGAhe CTTT in the last few years, including, the
dy .enn- Round, hagely been theec;n he oftm;leoi^ this coed dinagrammero rafle which
was decided upon by Ministers in l958 fglLlowind a careful examination of trends
in internationab trade Jy experts under tmanchairniiPhip of ?rofessor Haberler.

That co-erdProgramme ro, raime called f.or intensified efforts to secure further
reductions in tariffs, implememted first nodestly in the Dillon Round and then
nore massivlyn in the Kenedy Round.

mee Pro.raim; pays attention in measured, perhaps cautious, terms to the
problem of the contractions and conflicts inherent in uncoordinated policies
of a6ricultural protectionism, rathendingn sountllo, a clear clarion call for freer
traue in this area.git. did suagest however that, through international con-
sultegoon and nouotiatiog, tbere me mo oo sojl iideration in policies so as to
uititabe the distortiois and diffLculties that are inherent in them if they are
pursued too darrowly an. without reard for their international implications. I
have never seen this exercgse as bein, directed against any particular country or
any particular set of polidiffe In !Liffrent degrees all countries have to face

Thim is the coioleteetext ement6 statcient, most of which was originally
circulated as L/2906.
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pressures and difficulties in the agricultural sector which dictate to them
policies which, on strictly economic grounds, many of thenmight consider to be
ofdoubtful wisdom. it is in a collective approach to this problem that we
may final a middle course which will enable governments to confront the domestic
problems as which they undoubtedly have, in a way which does the minimumdamage to to
international tradnd nca to thebroaderdke economic interests.

Thirdly, the gramme froio,for Expansion of Teade sit in train a study in depth
Of tde trablemsoolewi ofevelopmentelopin countries which formed the basis of the
workmmittee III, produced the ActionProgramme, un Proe, progided a 6ood deal f1 the
basic material whicb eas suostquently been drawn upon in the, UNCTA, and which
led to the codifocation cf certain rgoverno ovler trade relations between the
developin and the developed countries in Part IV of the Agreement.'eemen.

I 6ive this historigal bac.round because tgra Provraemse seaie to be no
less necessary today than it was when it waslaidst lna. dowu in 1958. Nor,
despite the undoudted ana massive success if the Kennedy Round, can one say that
the potentiality- of tgrammeoraime, hae been OdhausteO. There are important
areas in which further efforts, perhapmparable magnitude,;nitude will be necessary
in the futMre. moreoveroI do nk thim lthat the path on which the Ministers
dlfinark is one from. which full profbe can ed gain.2 if one stops half way. I
have, therefore, laid before the congractin, parties certain ideas of my own as
to the possible, way in which wc should try eo movo towards the fumplementalemEnta-
tion of trammeogjrEuw for Expansion of Trade.

ment uL.e8nt I/2g93 I have put formerd soit ideas in the area of industrial
liberalization. in this area b have Leemuchry idlu impressed by our experience
Kn thd ienneiy Round. I think a great deal of time and, more importantly, a
great deal of friction coulbeeave eon avoided if there had been more international
consulbefore Qi fuor the major initiatives ken ta.!.z which led. to the lgunchini
of the KRnnedy aAlthough1theueh it is clearly unreasonable to agk any eovernm nt
it comeij its lf, at tgis sta-e, to ure fut-lT initiatives,kI thin. there would
geeahe ,rtatesb posdvantage in using inl usi, this period of lull, so o) spakk, to
startgpfeparin, Jor the initiatives of the future. I therefore envisage the work in
this being as ceijn don, nithout ahy initial commitmeetnmentsvorm~aent as to its
oatcomie or even, perhaps, asbjectives.octives.

Many of you, I am surb, have oeen aware of the ideas that I have expressed
in bublic acogt tryink to worm towards a free tragementanmbracing iloracin as
broad a sector of productossible.ussi;)le This I see as an alternative to the
attempt to extend to a very bgoad geofraphical. area the conception of regional
integration whbeenhas ocon a very fruitful and important factor in development
of international trade in the last few years but which I do not think can be
extrapolated beyond certail naturaL econoregions. ?E1oipraphical -.
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As a natural starting point, I suggest that where there is free trade
already this should be found. Secondly, where the tariff protection is minimalal
I gu;gest that itbeou eliminated. Where tariff protection appears to make little
sense, the possibility of moving nZ it should be DminedOAnexamination mightiit
oe carried out, for instance, of duties on rmaterialsial for industry. I also
continue to feel that we should devise,msomea,alns movingovi away mroi the
situation in which wealthy countriesiwh:chear, not themselves producers of
tropical products continue to impose import duties and taxes on thegoods,ois
tme uain producers of which are the developing countries. I think we all realize
that this is an anomaly, out that the special arrangements which exist in this
area have a considerable political and economic significance and do not,
therefore, yielmmediatelyto pure logic.re gic.

I have also proposed that an examibation oe carried out ef thosa sectors
weere tha conditions of production and teade sesm to point gist lo,,cally
tmoving toovia6 t compledomfreadoi of trade. Hele I wiLlggesting,gestim that
we try to idenme of o01,C o the sectors, particularly those where, unless some
actioken, tat.en quite coblederafLz difliculties will become apparent because
Jo structublemsroolesj which are already manifest, and tkingwor.ins parties,
or expert gbeups, ua establisexaminexaminC toblems indepth, toweighh, to w h
the advantageadvantages-of antal es moving tee trade; tradkL in these sectors
and tonadvise oblems proobeiasetoome ovorcomuthe methods. mothoLs and procedures
for dealing, with them.

en pointed pJiinted out to me that the industries which one would first
thini of in this context are precisely those where many people, and in
pamanyuEuropeans, feel nh, fIcl tlat the soecalledgical gap is a major a riajo.
proolemgument is not_ont is n une which I find very impressives, because a
f o oleImagnitudecannot be much affected by the sort oy the sof margins of tariff
protection which will exist after the implemeftati Kennedy A'elnnedy Round results.
Nornk I thilic that this particular aoproach weuld help us towards a solution.
3 thiw-, thatbecome l ocecom- apparent thate once th. techniqegree d dogerev of
international co-opration in this free-trade proposal begin to be examined, the
technological problem alsoehaskto ba taxen into account and dealt with. This is
perhaps one of the best reagoingalongor oinon this road.

LFstly, in relation to industry, I want to refer to the question of non-
tariff barriers.dI havemmonly it cormtionl assumel that, now that the tariffs
are low, non-tariffebofriers arc Oi relatively greater importanc6. But
lookii% benneon Rhe K1n ddy hound I.am etruck by th; fact that, while one or
two specifie measures wore pble,n the taOl, there was a lack of real knowledge
acout what thefe non-tarif barriers are. I thinkbthat the suoject is an
iaportant one, but I think: that ae aweiought .p We ouj~ht ke try to maiCe an
im;entory of what it is thlking about. .kin 0t.ou The inventory which I
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suggest should not be compiled solely in government bureaux out in consultation
with industries actively engaged in international trade. I suspect that we
may find that a good many barriers notified are practices which are outside
the field of government activity. It was recognized in the Havana Charter
however that, in pursuing the objective of liberalization of trade, account had
to be taken of the problem of restrictive business practices.

On the agricultural side, my proposals on which are contained in L/2860.,
I shall be less tentative. I have felt that one of the difficulties faced in
the. Kennedy Round in dealing with agriculture was that there was necessarily in
the- minds of many negotiators a sense of the importance of the equivalence of
benefits to be derived from the industrial negotiations on the hand, and
from the agricultural negotiations, on the other. For these delegations it- was
important to be able to show that what was obtained for agriculture,
particularly in terms of market access, was comparable to what they were
offeing in terms of industrial access. The nature of agricultural policies
is such that this was, in fact, quite.unrealistic, but it did mean that
suggestions and ideas which might present useful results over a longer term
were put aside because they just did not fit into the pattern of reciprocity and
equivalence of concessions which necessarily prevailed in the course of the
Kennedy Round.

For this reason I think there would be great advantage in revitalizing
Committee II which was set up under the Trade Expansion Programme in 1958.
Some modification might be required in its terms of reference because, when
established, the Committee was conceived of as a body for the examination and
perhaps the confrontation of agricultural policies. I would conceive it now
as an instrument for continuing international collaboration to bring about the
better' co-ordination of all aspects of national agricultural policies in the
general interest; I would propose,that we invite this Committee to initiate
consultations on the principal sectors of agriculture on the broadest possible
basis, with the objective of fostering this degree of co-ordination of all
aspects of national agricultural policies. I should like to refer in this
context to document L/2888 containing a report from the International Federation
of Agricultural Producers. This report draws attention in most urgent form
to the importance of undertaking without further delay an international programme
along the lines that I have been suggesting. I mention this report because it
does indicate that the producers organizations in all those countries where the
sort of policies to which I have referred are followed are aware of the
importance of trying to move towards a more rational system in the agricultural
field. It is therefore likely that if governments take up this initiative,
they can at least look to the support of agricultural producers in their own
countries.
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This I think is a valid approach generally, but I am more concerned about
certain individual sectors from the point of view of timing. I believe, for
example, that the exaggerations of national policies in respect of dairy
products are already leading us into an acute and critical situation which,
whether or not I were making these proposals, should induce the CONTRACTING
PARTIES to organize a collective attempt to deal with the problem, This is
not the first time that this situation has presented itself in the GATT which has
previously been called upon to deal with the butter problem in the United
Kingdom. Although we were not able formally to record a success in that case,
certain arrangements were evolved which at any rate palliated a situation which
was very acute and difficult. That situation was, however, nothing like as
acute and difficult as the situation it now.

In this connexion, I would like to refer to a communication from the
International Dairy Committee circulated. as documentL/2886. This supports the
idea of international consultation on policies in the dairy field. The
document also reports that

"the Inte.rnational Dairy Committee is deeply concerned about the grave
deterioration in the outlook. for dairy produce markets. The favourable
season now drawing to a close in the Northern Heimisphere. has added to
the record stocks of butter, cheese and other milk products. These now
overshadow the world's market and could lead to the most serious crisis
in the dairy industry since 1961. "

This is a statement which the CONTRACTING PARTIES cannot lightly overlook.
The fact that the responsible representatives of the industry concerned draw
this situation., which they described in critical terms, to the. attention of
the international body which has the responsibility of facing major difficulties
in international trade represents a real challenge. The CONTRACTING PARTIES
would be failing their responsibilities if they do not accept this challenged
So even though dairy products would obviously be cited as being amongst the
products which would find a place in the sort of long-range programme that I
am proposing, the present situation with regard to dairy products is such
that it undoubtedly calls for more urgent action that in other areas.

I come finally to the questions concerning the trade of the developing
countries. My proposals on these are contained in documents L/2898 and L/2875.
We find ourselves, of course, confronted with a rather new situation in the
sense that, in response to the urgency of the problems confronting these
countries, governments have decided, in the framework of the United Nations, to
set up a special mechanism to make a concentrated attack on these problems on
the broadest possible front not confined to the rather technical trade matters
which are the proper field of competence of the GATT. The United Nations
programme has, inter alia, taken up the suggestion, first made in a Ministerial
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Meeting in the GATT, of exploring the possibility of helping the developing
countries by giving them a measure of sheltered access to the markets of the
industrialized countries through a system of tariffs preferences. In the
circumstances, I think that it would not be usefull for the CONTRACTING PARTIES
to concern themselves, at this stage at any rate, with that problem which will
obviously be a central matter of discussion in the course of the Second UNCTAD
Conference in New Delhi.

It had been hoped that in the course of the Kennedy Round a number of
industrialized countries would find it possible to exempt from the general
process of the phasing of tariff reduction those concessions which they had
been able to make on products of special interest to developing countries, thus
bringing about accelerated reductions on a most-favoured-nation basis. I
continue to think that this is an important matter which should be pursued
in the session.

The Comnittee on Trade and Development is now analyzing the results of the
Kennedy Round and will report as to how far matters on which developing
countries had not obtained satisfaction in the, Kennedy Round might now be
considered for action. This obviously is a matter which, given the urgency of
the problems of developing countries, we shall seriously have to consider at
this session.

I consider that we should also set in motion a different kind of procedure
for dealing with the relatively few, but quite significant, hard-core
restrictions on imports which bear upon the interests of particular developing
countries. Perhaps an objective expert enquiry into the basic problems which
make it necessary for some governments to maintain these restrictions light
enable us, working together with a common concern, to devise methods of
collaboration designed to remove these restrictions.

We should also give serious consideration to the procedures for consulting
with developing countries which, because of problems connected with their
economic development, and the great strains that this puts upon their resources,
find it necessarly to deprive themselves of imports through import restrictions,
or to tax their imports, despite the burden that this places on their own
consumers, by unusual methods such as temporary levies or surcharges on
imports. I have, in L/2875, proposed consultations, open to all the
developing countries, which would enable them to set out their problems, not
in any defensive way, but as a means of explaining what the difficulties are
that motivate their restrictions and of consulting on what more positive
methods might be used to overcome these difficulties. This I think would,
among other things, do much to help the image of the GATT in the developing'
countries. I have the impression that a good many of their contacts with the
CONTRACTING PARTIES have been of this defensive character, and this, naturally,
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does not result in a very attractive image for the GATT. The fact is, of
course, that this image does not correspond to the spirit in which our work is
conducted. In proposing these new procedures I am not suggesting that the
rules of the GATT be amended. These are valid and, inter alia, provide a
defence for the governments concerned who often face pressures to take measures
which are not in their countries' interests. What my proposals aim at is to
adapt the existing consultations, and to supplement them with activity of a
more positive characters this, I think, could be fruitful and certainly accords
with the spirit and objectives of Part IV.

It was proposed in the Kennedy Round that there were certain efforts which
could be made by developing countries to remove barriers to trade amongst
themselves. A beginning was therefore made in the Kennedy Round to organize
a set of negotiations aimed primarily at removing barriers maintained by
developing countries which bore particularly upon the trade of other developing
countries. As soon as the Kennedy Round was over, I consulted with the
representatives of the countries which had participated in this exercise, and
proposed that it be continued and be organized with the same sort of energy and
purpose as had been brought to bear on the broader negotiations. if it were the
opinion of the governments principally concerned that there was a clear
objective to be sought, I would most certainly be prepared to head a Trade
Negotiations Committee. We shall also be discussing this, with the benefit of
the prior examination of this matter that is being undertaken in the Committee
on Trade and Development.

In analyzing the results of the Kennedy Round one of the causes for a certain
amount of disappointment for developing countries became much clearer to me.
One can see that the negotiations produced very significant and important
advantages for developing countries in terms of new market opportunities, but
that these countries may not be able to take advantage of these opportunities.
I here therefore come to the conclusion that one of the things we should do in
the GATT is to utilize the resources of the International Trade Centre more
directly on trying to assist the developing countries to exploit the new market
opportunities which the Kennedy Round represents. In other words, we should
concentrate on the types of products that developing countries have identified
as of importance to them and where new market opportunities exist, but where
these countries are not yet equipped in the trade promotion field to take
advantage of them. We ought to aim at making the fullest use of the Trade Centre
which we have built up, with sonic success, over the last few years and to
mobilize it in order to enable developing countries to make the maximum use of
the now market opportunities which, undoubtedly, will result from the massive
and very widespread reduction of tariffs and trade barriers in the Kennedy Round.


